
Places to Study at St. Olaf
Ever feel like studying in your dorm room doesn’t work well? Too many distractions and 
things trying to get your attention? Here’s a list of places where you can really buckle 
down and study efficiently.

By Yourself
Comfortable Places:

• The Ole’s Cave - This is a room on the 4th floor of Rolvaag Library furnished with 
several plush sofas and armchairs. Relatively secluded, it’s a great place to settle 
down a do a large chunk of reading. Do note however that there is limited table 
space, and students may show up to check out the DVDs that line the shelves.

• The Undercroft - This area is located beneath Boe Chapel. It’s a wide open space 
with a variety of furniture, including comfy sofas and chairs, complete with tables. It’s 
an pretty quiet place to do some serious studying, if you don’t mind having other 
students studying in the general area too.

Places with Few Distractions:

• The Reference Room - The Reference Room in Rolvaag Library is a very quiet place 
designated for studying, where it is expected that everyone there will be studying 
quietly. If you need quiet noise levels, this place is for you.

• The 1st Floor of Rolvaag Library - The 1st floor of the library is the super quiet floor 
of the library, where students can go study and be guaranteed quiet and no 
distractions. There are also little ‘study pits’ where students can curl up with their 
materials and study comfortably on cushioned benches.

• The Science Library - The Science Library in Regents Hall is another place where 
there are few distractions and an atmosphere of learning and focus. There is a lot of 
natural light thanks to the large windows overlooking the hillside.

• Tomson Hall - All the empty classrooms in Tomson hall can be ideal places to work 
with few distractions when scheduled classes aren’t in session. What makes these 
rooms special are the walls, which are covered in paint that allows them to function 
as giant white boards. Just make sure no one else has the room reserved before you.

• Holland Hall - Empty classrooms in Holland Hall can also be used as study room, 
complete with chalk and blackboards for those who like to write while studying. It’s a 



notably quiet building, since there are only classrooms and offices in it. Just double-
check to make sure no one has reserved the room.

• The English Department - Much like Holland Hall, the English Department next to 
the library is made up of classrooms and offices. The classrooms are equipped with 
blackboards, chalk, chairs, and tables, perfect for a solitary study session.

Social Places:

• The Lion’s Pause - The Pause on the first floor of Buntrock is an on-campus café 
and gathering place for students. It is subdivided into several areas, some of which 
are nice places to study:

• The Jungle - The Jungle is a spacious room with tables to sit at with food 
ordered from the Pause, or else kick back with study materials in a comfortable 
social or group setting. Favorites include the booths and the giant tables.

• The Lair - The Lair is a small, cozy room with plenty of furniture. It can be 
reserved, so it’s a good place to have a group study session with a large number 
of people. There’s even a tiny stage and sound system in case you’d like music.

• The Den - The Den is a prime hangout spot for students, complete with a pool 
table, a giant TV, and lots of furniture to lounge on. While it can be pretty busy at 
some times of the day, it’s a chill place to study with a group of people.

• The Cage - The Cage in Buntrock is the other café on campus with a selection of 
treats and food to choose from, along with lots of small tables to use for eating or 
studying. This place has the greatest amount of seating area, but it can be noisy and 
busy at some times of the day. If you don’t mind noise and you love treats, it’s perfect.

• Fireside - Fireside is a space in Buntrock next to the main entrance on the second 
floor. True to its name, it has a large fireplace and all the cushy armchairs and love 
seats you could ask for. Relax with friends and study at the same time, but we aware 
that it can be quite a popular place to hang out.

• Regents Atrium - Regents Atrium is an open space in (you guessed it) Regents Hall 
decked out with tables and sofas for studying or relaxing. What makes Regents 
Atrium special is all the natural light from the huge windows, making it a great place 
for those who like sunlight.

• Tomson Atrium - Tomson Atrium is another open space on the first floor of Tomson 
Hall filled with tables, chairs and some sofas. While it’s a semi-social area, it can 
usually be counted on to be relatively quiet. There are also puzzles on the tables to 
put together if you need a break.



With a Group
• The Lion’s Pause - The Pause on the first floor of Buntrock is an on-campus café 

and gathering place for students. It is subdivided into several areas, some of which 
are nice places to study:

• The Jungle - The Jungle is a spacious room with tables to sit at with food 
ordered from the Pause, or else kick back with study materials in a comfortable 
social or group setting. Favorites include the booths and the giant tables.

• The Lair - The Lair is a small, cozy room with plenty of furniture. It can be 
reserved, so it’s a good place to have a group study session with a large number 
of people. There’s even a tiny stage and sound system in case you’d like music.

• The Den - The Den is a prime hangout spot for students, complete with a pool 
table, a giant TV, and lots of furniture to lounge on. While it can be pretty busy at 
some times of the day, it’s a chill place to study with a group of people.

• The Cage - The Cage in Buntrock is the other café on campus with a selection of 
treats and food to choose from, along with lots of small tables to use for eating or 
studying. This place has the greatest amount of seating area, but it can be noisy and 
busy at some times of the day. If you don’t mind noise and you love treats, it’s perfect.

• Empty Classrooms - Empty classrooms make for perfect group study spots. 
Buildings with rooms that can be reserved include Tomson, Regents, Rovaag Library, 
and Holland.

• Outside - When it’s warm out (we promise it is sometimes!) you can get a group 
together almost anywhere outside to enjoy the sunshine. “The Quad” space outside 
between Tomson and Buntrock all around the chime tower is a great place to get 
some sun and work done, especially since there are adirondack chairs to sit in.



Hours and Ratings
(Hours on weekdays, hours differ on weekends. Visit stolaf.edu for weekend hours)

Hours Noise Levels Table Space

The Cage 7:30am - 11:00pm Mid-High Good

The Pause 10:30am - Midnight High Good

Fireside 7:00am - Midnight Medium Poor

Rolvaag Library 8:00am - 2:00am Very Low Excellent

The English Dept. 8:00am - 5:00pm Low Excellent

The Science Library 8:00am - 11:00pm Low Excellent

Regents 8:00am - Midnight Mid-Low Good

Tomson 7:00am - 11:00pm Mid-Low Good

Holland 7:00am - 10:00pm Low Good

The Undercroft 7:00am - Midnight Mid-Low Good

The Quad/Outside Open 24/7 Variable Poor

http://stolaf.edu

